Dafo, a multi-agent framework dedicated to distributed coevolutionary genetic algorithms (CGAs) is used to evaluate dLCGA, a new dynamic competitive coevolutionary genetic algorithm. We compare the performance of dLCGA to other known classes of CGAs for the Inventory Control Parameter optimization problem (ICP) and in particular show how it improves the results of the static version of LCGA.
INTRODUCTION
With the increasing complexity of real world problems considered in Computer Science, multi-agent paradigm has emerged as an efficient way to analyze and implement solutions. This paradigm offers a natural way of analyzing a problem as a distributed and decentralized generation of the solution using autonomous agents having each an aspect of the global problem to solve. This characteristic drives the increasing use of those technologies within evolutionary computation where agents are equipped with genetic algorithms. Going a step further, in this paper we are interested in using the multi-agent paradigm as a tool for implementing coevolutionary algorithms where agents classically communicate in a cooperative or competitive way, using a fixed strategy. However its appears that when dealing with real world and consequently dynamic problems, this strategy should also be dynamic in order to provide a good solution at any time: evolutionary algorithms must adapt to dynamic solution spaces. That is why our researches provide autonomy to the components of the evolutionary algorithms that consequently are capable of selfreorganization. dLCGA is a new dynamic competitive coevolutionary genetic algorithm resulting of this research. In the next section we introduce the concept of coevolutionary genetic algorithms, both cooperative and competitive, including our new dynamic variant. Section III presents the architecture of Dafo and section IV provides some comparison of our dynamic CGA to two static CGAs on an inventory management problem. Finally general conclusions are drawn and some perspectives are given.
COEVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS
As for the "classical" genetic algorithm, the concept of coevolutionary algorithms comes from biological observations (Paredis, 1996) . Indeed, the nature is composed of several species that coevolve, and instead of evolving a population of similar individuals representing a global solution (like in classical Genetic Algorithms), we consider the coevolution of subpopulations of individuals representing specific parts of the global solution. In the following subsections, we introduce a cooperative a Cooperative Coevolutionary Genetic Algorithm (CCGA), a competitive coevolutionary GA, called Loosely Coupled Genetic Algorithm (LCGA), and a new dynamic version of LCGA that we call dLCGA. CCGA and LCGA were already applied for parallel and distributed optimization of a number of test functions known in the area of evolutionary computation (Seredynski, 2003) . It was demonstrated that both coevolutionary algorithms outperform a sequential GA. While (d)LCGA and CCGA algorithms offer high quality solutions, they may compete to outperform each other in some specific test optimization problems. In the present article, we consider solving the problem of Inventory Control Parameter by applying coevolutionary algorithms.
CCGA
Cooperative (also called symbiotic) coevolutionary genetic algorithms (CCGA) involve a number of independently evolving species which together form complex structures, well-suited to solve a problem. The fitness of an individual depends on its ability to collaborate with individuals from other species. In this way, the evolutionary pressure stemming from the difficulty of the problem favors the development of cooperative strategies and individuals. Potter and DeJong (Potter, 1994 ), developed a model in which a number of populations explore different decompositions of the problem. In Potter's system, each species represents a subcomponent of a potential solution. Complete solutions are obtained by assembling representative members of each of the species (populations). The fitness of each individual depends on the quality of (some of) the complete solutions it participated in, thus measuring how well it cooperates to solve the problem. The evolution of each species is controlled by a separate, independent evolutionary algorithm. Potter's methods have also been used or extended by other researchers, for instance Eriksson and Olsson (Eriksson, 1997) have used a cooperative coevolutionary algorithm for inventory control parameter optimization.
LCGA AND dLCGA
The Loosely Coupled Genetic Algorithm (LCGA) (Seredynski, 2003) is a medium-level parallel and distributed coevolutionary algorithm exploring a paradigm of competitive coevolution motivated by non-cooperative models of game theory. For an optimization problem described by some function (a global criterion) of N variables, local chromosome structures are defined for each variable and local subpopulations are created for each of them. A problem to be solved is first analyzed in terms of possible decomposition and relations between subcomponents that are expressed by a communication graph G com , aka graph of interaction. The objectives of this function decomposition and of the definition of the interaction graph are to minimize communications while still ensuring that the fact of reaching local optima for all different players modelled as software agents in our framework (being a Nash equilibrium point) still leads to a global optimum of the initial function.
dLCGA is a new dynamic version of LCGA, which graph of interaction is modified each n generations of the algorithm. The modification is achieved through a cooperative process starting with the first player who randomly chooses a new position in the graph of interaction and informs all the other players of his local decision. The next player in the graph will then randomly choose a new position among the remaining available ones and inform the other players. This process is iteratively executed by all players. Once finished, each player goes to its new position and the algorithm runs again for n generations.
AGENT-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION
Our solution consists in providing a meta-level in the form of an agent framework dedicated to co-evolutionary optimization. We consider the opportunity to embed our players into software agents what is a convenient and elegant way to benefit from existing agent softwares and methodologies . Indeed using a multi-agent framework like Madkit (Gutknecht, 2000) leverages us of writing low-level agent interaction behaviors and the provided organizational model (Ferber 1998) allows to explicitely represent the roles and interactions allowed for each agent. In practice, by providing a minimum of Java code (one classe) and a simple XML file, the designer is capable of optimizing its problem using various GAs (SGA, CCGA, LCGA, dLCGA). After each generation, it sends the data (which type is specifed in the XML file) to its neighbor(s) in the organization and sends the best individual found to the observer agent.
-Scheduler Agent: initializes the system using the XML file, which means instantiating the organization of evolutionary agents (and consequently specifying the interaction graph) and launching those agents.
-Interface Agent: is in charge of evaluating the best individuals received from each evolutionary agent. It logs in a file the best, worst and averaged fitness values obtained with the best of the received individuals and if required prints the corresponding graphs.
PARAMETERS
Parameters are provided in an XML file that contains the following information: -Organization parameters:
-Topology: defines the algorithm used, blank (SGA), complete graph (CCGA), list or ring (LCGA), dynamic ring (dLCGA) -NumberOfAgents: specifes the number of evolutionary agents that will be instantiated -ExchangedInformation: specifes the type of information that will be exchanged between the evolutionary agents after each generation (by default the best individual) -GA parameters:
-FitnessClass: pointer to the Java class used for evaluating the individuals -TerminationCondition, TerminationConditionValue: specifies the termination condition (generation, fitness function evaluation, time) and its value -Experiments, Individuals, Genes: number of experiments, of individuals in each population, number of genes for one individual -EliteRate, CrossoverRate, MutationRate: defines the rate for each of those genetic operators
For the moment we consider binary encoding, binary tournament selection, two point crossover and bit flip mutation. By using Dafo, switching from one algorithm to another is only a matter of choosing another topology in the configuration file.
EXPERIMENTS
As a real case study, we have tested and compared our solution on the ICP (Inventory Control Parameter) problem. A complete description of this problem can be found in (Eriksson, 1997) , where a classical GA is compared to four variants of CCGA, the latter being much more efficient. ICP objective consists in defining the couple considered as fixed OP/OQ, order point -order quantity (when and how much to order) for each stock item. Whenever it reaches the order point, which is composed of expected demand during lead time plus a safety stock, an order is released for a fixed order quantity.
The total cost of a warehouse resulting from inventory decisions is evaluated trough the processing of a set of customer purchase transactions chronologically ordered. This total costs is the sum of different costs : lost sales costs, transportation costs, order costs, storage space costs and order costs. In our last experiments we have also added some interdependencies between the items by adding a benefit for joint orders and joint replenishment. For each transaction processed, some actions and decisions are taken according to the inventory control parameters and the inventory levels. Transactions are processed one by one (they are chronologically ordered). We extend this work in order to evaluate dLCGA. Fixing some constraints such as initial level, maximum level, lead time, we have compared the performance of a Simple GA, CCGA, LCGA and dLCGA on this ICP optimization problem. The representation used for the SGA is one individual representing all the parameters for all the items. Thus if there are 10 items in the warehouse, the chromosome will have 2*10 = 20 genes. In his work, Eriksson compared four different versions of CCGA, thus we have selected the one that provides the best results. The representation used in LCGA and dLCGA are exactly the same as in the CCGA. Indeed, the version of LCGA and dLCGA we have implemented use a ring topology where each agent optimizes the order point and order quantity for one item but under the constraint of its neighbor. Thus for the three CGAs, with 10 items in the warehouse there are 10 populations using chromosomes of 2 genes. For each algorithm, a chromosome is represented as a binary string (16 bits per parameter/gene).
To illustrate the ring solution for LCGA and dLCGA, let us use a simple example with four agents and thus four different items in the stock (see fig. 2 ). Agent A 0 will evaluate its individuals using the best individual received from its neighbor A 3 by processing the transactions concerning its item (item 0) and its neighbor's item (item 3) and the process is the same for the other agents in the ring. When all the agents have run once their subpopulation, the global solution (consisting of the best individuals of each agent) is evaluated on the whole transaction stream. The following parameters were set for all the algorithms : population(s) size was equal to 100, p k = 0.6 (crossover probability) and p m = 0.05 (mutation probability). Figure 3 shows the results averaged on 25 runs with the four algorithms for 360 transactions and 3 types of stock items. dLCGA has been tested using various reorganization steps (e.g. n=5 means that the ring is modified each 5 generations).
Fig.2. ICP Optimization using LCGA/dLCGA

Fig. 3. Average results for 3 items and 360 transactions
Because of the chosen decomposition, comparing the algorithms based on the number of function evaluations is not a good option. Indeed, for the presented experiment, a function evaluation for SGA and CCGA means 360 transaction evaluations whereas for LCGA and dLCGA it is only 240. We then use the total number of transaction evaluations as performance metric, in our case 1.06*10 7 . It is clear that all CGAs outperform the SGA both in terms of speed of convergence and in the minimum cost found. Compared to CCGA, LCGA converges a bit faster but gets stuck in a local optimum. Conversely, dLCGA manages to converge faster and to a better solution than CCGA for n=2 and 20 is better than LCGA in all cases. Figure 4 presents the results obtained on a bigger instance of the problem (i.e. 100 items and 12000 transactions) using 1.2*108 transaction evaluations. It confirms that dLCGA performs better than LCGA, however dLCGA is clearly beaten by CCGA. In (Seredynski, 2003) , it has been demonstrated that LCGA and CCGA have different properties that made them fit for different classes of problems. CCGA seems therefore to be more adapted on big instances of the ICP problem.
CONCLUSIONS
The results presented here are from ongoing research on the development of a new dynamic competitive coevolutionary genetic algorithm called dLCGA. Advantages of the use of the multi-agent paradigm for representing CGAs were outlined and a description of Dafo, the multi-agent framework for evolutionary computation in which dLCGA was implemented, was given. Initial evidence of the capabilities of our new dynamic algorithm for solving real business problems were provided. The next steps in our development are to add some cognition in the evolutionary agents (e.g. reorganizing when the population diversity is below a predefined threshold) and to evaluate its performance on dynamic problems optimization.
